Get Organized and Save Time
with Huth's New
Ready Rak II
With Huth's new Ready Rak II (part
no. 91176) you can keep all your
most-used end-finishing tools within
easy reach of your swager/expander.
The Ready Rak II is 25-1/4" x 5" and
it's seven large trays are 5" deep for
easier access, especially with 3"
tooling.
Ideal for 3" tooling
25-1/4" x 5", 17 Slots,
7 Trays (5" Deep)

Part no. 91176

5" Exhaust Pipe Shaper
Machined, welded and heat treated - the "Shaper" is a
simple yet effective tool made to repair dented and
damaged pipe ends or muffler inlets and outlets.
Designed to re-shape both the inside and the outside
of pipe without the use of electrics,
pneumatics or hydraulics - tool is
virtually maintenance free.

The "Shaper" makes fitting pipes
easier and eliminates waste.

Rod Bracket Bender

Part no. 986

H986 Exhaust Support Stand
The Huth Exhaust Support Stand is designed to
safely support exhaust components – keeping your
hands (and other technicians) free to install the
rest of the exhaust system. Its oversized support
tray stands 47” from the floor, extends to 79” and
rotates 360 degrees. Plus, the spring loaded,
quick-release extension is self-locking. Like all
other Huth products, the EXHAUST SUPPORT
STAND is built to last!

If you own a Huth Bender, you already know the profits you can make
by bending your own exhaust pipes. But for some systems, you
probably still order prebent pipes just to get the prebent brackets.
Don't.
Stop throwing away your profit margin, and bend the brackets yourself.
It's easy with the Rod Bracket Bender (part no. 985). Quickly bend
hanger brackets from material as large as 1/2" diameter round or 1/4"
x 1" flat. Install it on the expander of your Huth Bender and watch it pay
for itself.

Grommet Grabber
The Grommet Grabber is designed to
remove hanger brackets from their rubber
mounting grommets with a squeeze of the
handles. To get this timesaving tool, order
Part number 987.
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